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Lecture 4: Syntax and Semantics of Predicate Logic, Continued. Semantics 
of Adjectives and Relative Clauses.  Limitations of First-Order Predicate 

Logic for Natural Language Semantics. 
 

Handouts for today: 

BACKGROUND material: 

Basic Concepts of Set Theory, Functions and Relations 
Statement Logic Basics 
Predicate Logic (I) Syntax and Semantics 
Ling 409 Lecture 13: Quantifier Laws 

New LING 310 material: 
More Answers for Practice in Logic and HW1 (an expanded version of the handout I put 
the 310 cubbyhole on Monday afternoon) 

This handout.  We will also refer to some parts of the handout from Lecture 2. 
 

1.  Syntax and semantics of Predicate Calculus, continued. 
 --- For the first part, we will primarily use some of the background handouts. 

2.  The semantics of simple sentences including adjectives and relative 
clauses: what we can and can’t represent with predicate calculus. 

2.1. Some simple syntax 
Let’s give ourselves a very simple syntax: 
 
S   →   NP VP 
NP  → DET CNP 
NP  → ProperN 
CNP →  ADJ CNP 
CNP → CNP REL 
CNP → CN 
 (VP  →  TV NP: we can’t give this a compositional semantics using First-order 
Predicate Logic, so for this rule we’ll have to substitute a new S rule:  S  → NP TV NP) 
VP  → is ADJ 
VP  → is NP 

VP   → IV 
 
Plus a way to form relative clauses from open sentences (further below). 
 
And let’s assume the following semantic types for our syntactic categories: 
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Syntactic   Semantic type   Expressions 
category      
============================================================== 
S        t       sentences 
 
ProperN  e       names (John) 
 
CN(P)    e → t       common noun phrases  (cat) 
 
NP    (i) e       “e-type” or “referential” NPs    (John, the king) 
    (ii) e → t     NPs as predicates (a student, a king) 
 
ADJ(P)  e → t      predicative adjectives (carnivorous, happy) 
 
REL   e → t      relative clauses (who(m) Mary loves) 
 

VP, IV     e → t        verb phrases, intransitive verbs (loves Mary, is tall,          
TV    <e,e> → t     transitive verbs (loves, sees)  
 
is    none      temporary treatment as in first-order logic: pretend 
            it isn’t there! 
 
DET      (i) function from type e→t to type e   the 

  (ii) function from type e→t to type e→t  a 

2.2.  Some compositional semantics 
 
S:   Denotes a truth value, relative to an assignment of values to free variables.  || S ||g. 
(In fact all of our semantic values are in principle relative to an assignment g, which I won’t 
always make explicit.) 
 
NP:  Two kinds. Referential NP formed with definite article the is of type e and denotes an 
individual, as in The student walks, The boy who loves Mary is happy. 
 Predicate NP formed with indefinite article a is of type e → t and denotes a set, as in 
Mary is a student. 
 There are lexical NPs of the referential kind, including proper nouns (John, Mary) and 
indexed pronouns (hei) which will be interpreted as individual variables xi.  
 
CN, CNP, ADJ, VP, IV, REL:  all of type e → t, one-place predicates, denoting sets of 
individuals.  Note: we will freely go back and forth between sets and their characteristic 
functions, treating them as equivalent. 
 
TV:  of a type I am calling <e,e> → t, a function from ordered pairs to truth values, i.e. the 
characteristic function of a set of ordered pairs. See background handout “Set theory basics” 
as well as the handouts on predicate logic: a 2-place relation is represented as a set of ordered 
pairs, and any set can be represented by its characteristic function.  
 
Semantics of a and the. 
(This is only a bare beginning of determiner semantics, of course.) 
 
a:  We will interpret the a/an that forms predicate nominals as an identity function on sets: it 
applies to any set as argument and gives the very same set as value.  So  
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 ||a student|| = || a || ( ||student||)  =  ||student|| = the set of individuals in the model 
who are students. 
 
the:  We interpret the the that forms e-type NPs as the iota operator, which applies to a set 
and yields an entity if its presuppositions are satisfied; otherwise it’s undefined and the 
semantic derivation “crashes”. It is defined as follows: 
 ||ια ||  = d iff there is one and only one entity d in the set denoted by ||α||. 
     ||ια ||   is undefined otherwise. 

So if in the given model, the set of students who Mary love contains only John, then the 
student who Mary loves denotes John; if Mary loves no student or loves more than one 
student, then the student who Mary loves is “undefined”, i.e. has no semantic value, since its 
presupposition is not satisfied. 

Semantics of relative clauses: 

Rel Clause Rule, syntax: If ϕ is an S and ϕ contains an indexed pronoun hei / himi in 
relativizable position, then the result of adjoining who(m) to S and leaving a trace ei in place 
of hei / himi is a REL. 
Rel Clause Rule, semantics: ||REL|| = the set of individuals that satisfy the open sentence 
underlying the relative clause. We will be able to express it in logical notation when we have 
lambdas. 
 

Example:      CNP:  man who Mary loves [e3] 
     3 
  CNP     REL:  who Mary loves [e3] 
     |             | 
   CN         S: Mary loves him3 
     |  
  man 
 

Compositional semantics for these simple constructions: 
 
We’ll do some examples on the whiteboard. 
Mary talks. 
Mary loves the student. 
The student who Mary loves is happy. 
John is a happy student. 

3.  Representations of meanings of English sentences in predicate logic vs. 
compositional interpretation of English syntax 
1.  Quantified NPs 

Every student walks.  We can easily represent the meaning of this sentence in first-order 
predicate logic:   ∀ x(student(x) → walk (x)). But where is the meaning of every student? It’s 
“there” in a sense – but distributed over the whole expression; in effect, it’s everything except 
walk! So if we were to think of this first-order formula as the “semantic representation” of 
the sentence, we would be giving this sentence a very different semantic structure from what 
we think its syntax is, and we couldn’t do it compositionally.  (The lambda calculus and the 
theory of generalized quantifiers will give us a solution to this problem.)  
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 It is for this reason that our little bit of English syntax and semantics above included only 
the simpler-type NPs the student and a student that can be represented as types e and e→t.  

2.  Conjoined predicates 
John walks and talks vs. John walks and John talks. 

Both of these are represented in first-order logic as:  walk(John) & talk(John).  

In one sense that’s ok, because the two sentences do have the same meaning. But in terms of 
matching English syntactic structure, it’s not so good, and it may be part of the reason that 
linguists were slow to recognize that constituent conjunctions (walks and talks, tall and 
handsome, even or odd) should be generated directly and not derived transformationally.  

We can easily say in model-theoretic terms what the conjunctions walks and talks or tall and 
handsome should mean:   ||VP1 and VP2|| =  ||VP1|| ∩ ||VP2||,  ||ADJ1 and ADJ 2|| =  || ADJ 1|| 
∩ || ADJ 2||, and similarly for all syntactic categories whose semantic type is e→t.  (Caution: 
there is an additional meaning for some conjoined predicates, as in a red and yellow dress, 
which means ‘partly red and partly yellow’; this is discussed in (Krifka 1990, Winter 2001).) 

The rules for or are just the same, but with ∪  in place of ∩. 

But first-order predicate logic does not provide any expressions which denote such conjoined 
or disjoined predicates.  

So we can certainly represent in first-order logic the difference in meaning between (i) Some 
student walks and some student talks  vs. (ii) Some student walks and talks, as shown below, 
but we can’t derive such representations compositionally from the structure of the English 
sentence, since we have no first-order logic representations for some of the crucial parts, 
namely neither for some student nor for walks and talks.  

(i’)  ∃ x (student(x) & walk (x)) & ∃ x (student(x) & talk (x))   (among other variants) 

(ii’)  ∃ x (student(x) & walk (x) & talk (x))    

3. Intersective modifiers 
Intersective modifiers like relative clauses or intersective adjectives combine with their heads 
by set intersection, which is exactly the same as predicate conjunction. So the same property 
of first-order logic that makes it lack a direct translation of walks and talks means it has no 
direct translation for happy student or student who loves Mary, although we can certainly 
express the meanings of full sentences containing such phrases. But we find ourselves having 
to use conjunctions of formulas to do it. 

(iii) John is a happy student:  student(John) & happy (John) 

(iv) John is a student who loves Mary:  student(John) & loves (John,Mary) 

Especially in the second case, we see no trace of the formation of the relative clause from an 
open sentence. 
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